Unit III: Authority

LESSON 2: THE TIRED KING

Overview
In this lesson, students are introduced to the three functions of government (legislative, judicial, and executive) through a story about an overworked king who must handle all the tasks of government. Next, students are given descriptions of the three functions of government and asked to match tasks to departments (lawmakers, executives, and judges). Finally, students create job descriptions for lawmakers, executives, and judges.

OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to:
- Identify the three functions of government.
- Sort a list of governmental tasks into executive, judicial, and legislative.

STANDARDS ADDRESSED
National Civics Standard 5: Understands the major characteristics of systems of shared powers and of parliamentary systems. Level III (Grade 6–8) (1) Understands the primary responsibilities of each branch of government in a system of shared powers (e.g., legislative, executive, judicial) and ways in which each branch shares the powers and functions of the other branches.

California History Social Science Content Standard 5.7: Students describe the people and events associated with the development of the U.S. Constitution and analyze the Constitution’s significance as the foundation of the American republic. (4) Understand how the Constitution is designed to secure our liberty by both empowering and limiting central government and compare the powers granted to citizens, Congress, the president, and the Supreme Court with those reserved to the states.

PREPARATION
- Handout A: The Tired King—1 per student
- Handout B: King Louie’s Letters—Cut out 1 letter per pair of students and place the letters in King Louie’s basket.
- Handout C: In Your Own Words (Optional)—1 per student
- King Louie’s Basket—A container to hold the letters
- King Louie’s Signs
- Sample Letters—Cut out the three letters.
Procedure

A. Review—Equal Protection and Due Process
1. Remind students of the stories they read about young people who immigrated to America. List some reasons why they came here (to worship freely, to own land, to be treated equally, etc).
2. Remind students of the Safety Patrol and the lessons they learned about due process (a person is innocent until proven guilty, has a right to a lawyer, cannot be forced to confess, etc.).
3. Explain that in the next lessons, students are going to learn about:
   - The different jobs a government must do to make laws and use them fairly.
   - What can happen when a government does not use laws fairly.

B. Teacher Reading—The Tired King
1. Tell students that they are going to hear a story about an imaginary king in a make-believe kingdom. Explain that this king, King Louis the Umpteenth, is exhausted because he has been running the kingdom with no real help. To make it run smoother, he has an idea. Tell students that the idea King Louis comes up with is one that our own government today is modeled on.
2. Distribute and read aloud Handout A: The Tired King.
3. Check student comprehension by asking the following questions:
   - Why was King Louie tired? (He had too many jobs to do.)
   - Where did King Louie’s jobs come from? (Letters written by people in his kingdom.)
   - What jobs did the letters ask King Louie to do? (Make new rules, catch people who broke the rules, decide what to do with people who break the rules.)
   - What did King Louie decide to do about his jobs? (Form departments to help him run his kingdom.)

C. Paired Activity—Reading King Louie’s Letters
1. Tell students that they are going to play the part of King Louie’s nobles. Their job will be to read the letters in King Louie’s basket and decide where each letter should go.
2. Tell students to look at the story of The Tired King to find King Louie’s departments. As students name each department, place King Louie’s Signs on the board.
   - **Department #1—Lawmakers.** Make new rules to keep the kingdom running smoothly.
   - **Department #2—King’s Guards.** Enforce the rules to make sure that everybody is safe. Catch people who break the rules.
   - **Department #3—Judges.** Decide what the rules mean. Hold trials to decide if someone is guilty of breaking the rules.
3. Explain to the class that you have taken three letters from King Louie’s basket to show them how to decide where each letter should go. Read each Sample Letter. Ask students:
   - What job is the letter talking about?
   - Which department should do that job?
   Fasten each letter beneath the correct sign.
4. Have each pair of students take one of King Louie’s letters from Louie’s Basket. Explain that they should read their letter and use Louie’s Signs on the board to decide which department should do the job. As pairs finish, ask them to place their letter under the correct sign.

D. Debriefing—Finding the Right Department for the Job

1. Read each letter aloud and ask the class to determine if the letters are under the correct signs. Help the class re-categorize any letters that are placed incorrectly.

2. Lead a discussion using the questions below:
   - Do you think that King Louie’s government will run more smoothly now? Why or why not?
   - Do you think it is a good idea to divide up certain tasks in a government? Why or why not?

3. Explain to students that having three branches of government is very important to our democracy. Americans, past and present, have not liked the idea that one person, or king, could be in charge of all tasks and all decisions the government makes. This helps our government run more smoothly and protects the rights of our citizens against a ruler that might be unfair.

Tell students that our federal government has three branches: the legislative (Congress), the executive (headed by the president), and the judicial (headed by the Supreme Court). Ask students:
   - Which of these branches is like the lawmakers? (Congress)
   - Which of these branches is like the king’s guards? (Executive)
   - Which of these branches is like the judges? (Judicial)

Tell students that in the next Adventures in Law and History lesson they may be talking some more about this.

Enrichment (Optional)

1. Who Might Help?
   Have students brainstorm problems in the community or nation. Once you have compiled a list, ask which branch of government might be able to do something about each of the problems.

2. In Your Own Words
   Distribute Handout C: In Your Own Words to each student. Ask students to describe each of King Louie’s departments in their own words and give one example of a job that each department might do.

3. Help Wanted
   Have students write “Help Wanted” classified ads describing jobs from each department and qualifications and skills necessary.
The Tired King

King Louie the Umpteenth ruled over a large kingdom. It had thick forests, green fields, and peace-loving people. His tall stone castle was full of fancy furniture, beautiful paintings, and precious jewels. But King Louie had a big problem.

King Louie was a very tired man. He was tired because he had too many jobs to do. Finally, King Louie couldn’t stand it anymore. He told all the nobles of his kingdom to meet in the throne room of the castle.

King Louie marched into the throne room. He was followed by three pages who huffed and puffed under the weight of three heavy bags. The pages dumped the contents of each bag into a huge basket beside Louie’s throne. King Louie sat down on his throne. He looked at the basket and sighed. "This basket is full of letters from the people of my kingdom," he said. "They all need my help. Listen to this..." Louie pulled a letter out of the basket and read it.

---

Dear King Louie,

The people of my village want to let their cows and sheep eat the grass in the village square. We need a new rule to keep us from fighting about the grass.

Signed,

Sam, the Shepherd
"This is an important problem," said Louie. "But I can’t spend my time making new rules for every village. I need help!” King Louie pulled a second letter out of the basket.

Dear King Louie,
Every night, somebody comes and steals vegetables out of my garden. Please come and catch him for me.
Signed,
Hungry Hannah

"First, they want me to make the rules," he groaned. "Now they want me to catch the people who break my rules. I can’t do both. I don’t have time!” King Louie pulled a third letter out of the basket.

Dear King Louie,
I think we found the man who set fire to my barn. Please come and help us decide if he did this dirty deed.
Signed,
Burnt-Out Barney

"Do you see my problem?" asked Louie. "First, I have to make the rules. Then I have to see that everyone follows my rules and now..." Louie waved the third letter in the air. "Now I have to decide what to do with people accused of breaking my rules."
"We need rules. We need to make sure people follow the rules. And we need to decide how to use the rules fairly. That is too much work for me to do alone." King Louie looked at his nobles. "So I am going to form three new groups, or departments, to run my kingdom more smoothly."

Next, King Louie clapped his hands three times. The royal artist brought out three signs. Each sign described the different jobs that Louie’s new departments would do.

King Louie held up the first sign. "**Department #1 will be called the Lawmakers,**" said Louie. "The lawmakers will make new rules to keep the kingdom running smoothly."

King Louie held up the second sign. "**Department #2 will be called the King’s Guards,**" said Louie. "They will enforce the rules to make sure that everybody is safe. And they will catch people who break the rules."

King Louie held up the third sign. "**Department #3 will be called the Judges,**" said Louie. "They will decide what the rules mean. And they will hold trials to decide if someone is guilty of breaking the rules."

"Take this basket," Louie told his nobles. "Read the letters. I want you to decide which new department should do the job described in each letter. Now, I am going to take a nap."
Dear King Louie,

I need to get some sleep. We need a new rule in my village to stop people from making loud noises at night.

Tired Mary

• Which department should do the job?

Dear King Louie,

A musician in my village plays his trumpet until 11 o’clock every night. The rule says “no loud noises late at night.” Please catch him when he breaks the rules.

Sleepy Marie

• Which department should do the job?

Dear King Louie,

The musician admits that he plays the trumpet every night. The rule says, “no loud noises late at night.” The musician says that 11 o’clock is not late. Can you help us decide if he is breaking the rules?

Wide Awake Wayne

• Which department should do the job?
King Louie’s Department #1

LAWMAKERS

Make new rules to keep the kingdom running smoothly.
King Louie’s Department #2

KING’S GUARDS

Enforce the rules to make sure that everybody is safe.

Catch people who break the rules.
King Louie’s Department #3

JUDGES

Decide what the rules mean.

Hold trials to decide if someone is guilty of breaking the rules.
King Louie’s Letters

Dear King Louie,

Two knights from your kingdom keep fighting in our pastures. We need our pastures to grow crops and feed the cows. **We need a new rule to keep the knights from ruining our pastures.**

David Deadgrass

• Which department should do the job?_____________________

---

Dear King Louie,

Yesterday, two of your knights got into a big fight. Their horses stomped all the wheat in my field. Your new rule says, "No knights shall fight in the farmer's fields." **Please catch these knights who are breaking the rules.**

Carrie Wheatcrush

• Which department should do the job?_____________________

---

Dear King Louie,

One of your guards saw two knights fighting in a farmer’s wheat field. The rule says, "No knights shall fight in the farmers’ fields." But both knights said they were slaying a dragon on that day and were nowhere near the field. **Please hold a trial to decide if these two knights are guilty of breaking the rules.**

Suspicious Sid

• Which department should do the job?_____________________
Dear King Louie
Every morning, farmers hurry to get their fruits and vegetables to market ahead of each other. They race past my front door in their heavy wagons. It is very dangerous. **We need a new rule to keep the farmers from racing their wagons through our village.**
Vera the Villager
• Which department should do the job? ____________________

Dear King Louie,
Yesterday, a farmer nearly ran over my child. The new rule says, "Farmers must drive slowly through the village."
**Please enforce the rules to make sure everyone is safe from these farmers.**
Worried Father
• Which department should do the job?____________________

Dear King Louie,
One of your guards caught a farmer racing his wagon through our village. The farmer says he was driving slowly. **Please hold a trial to decide what your new rule means when it says "Farmers must drive slowly."**
Connie Confused
• Which department should do the job?____________________
Dear King Louie,
My daughter Sally won't go to school. She says she doesn’t care about learning. I don’t want her to be stupid. **We need a new law to keep our children in school.**
Esther Slipoff (Sally’s mother)
- Which department should do the job?____________________

Dear King Louie,
I saw Sally Slipoff in the next village on a school day. Your new rule says, "All children must go to school." **Please catch Sally when she breaks this rule.**
Sally’s Teacher
- Which department should do the job?____________________

Dear King Louie,
One of your guards caught Sally Slipoff skipping school. Sally says she is not a child anymore. **Please hold a trial to decide what your new rule means when it says, "All children must go to school."**
Larry Slipoff (Sally’s father)
- Which department should do the job?____________________
Dear King Louie,
I own the mill in my village. Last month I ground Tom Pitt’s corn. He had no money to pay me. Now he refuses to pay me. **We need a new rule saying that people must pay for their corn when I grind it.**
Bill Miller

• Which department should do the job?______________________

Dear King Louie,
Bill Miller owns the mill in our village. Every time I take corn to his mill to be ground he steals some from me. **Will you help me catch him stealing?**
Tom Pitt

• Which department should do the job?______________________

Dear King Louie,
Tom Pitt and Bill Miller have been fighting about grinding corn in the mill. They argue day and night. The new rule says that people must pay the miller when he grinds their corn. **Please come and decide if anybody is guilty of breaking the rules.**
Chester Peacemaker

• Which department should do the job?______________________
Dear King Louie,

Someone has been sneaking onto my land and shooting the deer that live there. **We need a new law that says that animals belong to the people who own the land.**

Bob of York

• Which department should do the job? ____________________

---

Dear King Louie,

Yesterday my son was almost killed by a man who was hunting deer in the forest. These hunters are not following the law. **Please come and make sure that everybody is safe from hunters in the forest.**

Scared Steve

• Which department should do the job? ____________________

---

Dear King Louie,

My family is hungry. I need to be able to hunt wild animals in the forest. Wild animals belong to no one. **Please come decide what the rule means that says, "Animals belong to the people who own the land."**

Henry Hunter

• Which department should do the job? _________________
In Your Own Words

Describe in your own words what each of Louie's New Departments does. Give an example of a job that each department might do.

**Lawmakers.**

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

For example:

________________________________________________________________________________________

**King's Guards.**

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

For example:

________________________________________________________________________________________

**Judges.**

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

For example:

________________________________________________________________________________________
Overview
This classroom simulation sets the stage for students to explore pre-revolutionary conflicts between the colonists and England. In this lesson, the teacher sets up an activity by asking students to come up with ideas to raise money for school supplies. A committee appointed by the teacher rejects the class’s ideas in favor of unfair suggestions made by the teacher. In the debriefing, students compare conflicts raised in this simulation to the kind of problems that Americans faced with King George and the British Parliament (1763–75).

STANDARDS ADDRESSED
National U.S. History Standard 6: Understands the causes of the American Revolution, the ideas and interests involved in shaping the revolutionary movement, and reasons for the American victory. (2) Understands the events that contributed to the outbreak of the American Revolution and the earliest armed conflict of the Revolutionary War (e.g., opponents and defenders of England’s new imperial policy, the idea of “taxation without representation” . . .).

National Civics Standard 8: Understands the central ideas of American constitutional government and how this form of government has shaped the character of American society. (2) Knows the fundamental principles of American democracy (e.g., the people are sovereign; the power of government is limited by law; people exercise their authority directly through voting; people exercise their authority indirectly through elected representatives).

National Civics Standard 15: Understands how the United States Constitution grants and distributes power and responsibilities to national and state government and how it seeks to prevent the abuse of power. (3) Knows that the government was created by people who had the following beliefs: the government is established by and for the people, the people have the right to choose their representatives, and the people have the right to change their government and the Constitution.

California History-Social Science Content Standard 5.5: Students explain the causes of the American Revolution. (1) Understand how political, religious, and economic ideas and interests brought about the Revolution (e.g., resistance to imperial policy, the Stamp Act, the Townshend Acts, taxes on tea, Coercive Acts).

PREPARATION
- See “A Note on Using Simulations” in “Teacher Tips.”
- Teacher Reading: Solving the School’s Money Problems
- Handout A: Idea Cards—1 per group
- Drawing paper, colored pens—1 per student
- Cut red ribbons or paper strips for 10 students and cut blue ribbons or paper strips for the rest of your students. Have 2 extra red strips.
Procedure

A. Review—The Three Functions of Government
   Remind students of King Louie the Umpteenth and briefly review the jobs of his three
departments (Lawmakers, King’s Guards, and Judges).

B. Set Up for Simulation
   1. Tell students the following:
      I’ve been thinking about the story of Louie the Tired King. Louie used his new depart-
      ments to make his kingdom run more smoothly. Why don’t we use some of Louie’s ideas
to help solve some of our school’s money problems?
   2. Remind students that King Louie used Lawmakers to make his rules.
   3. Appoint a committee of 10 Lawmakers who will decide how to raise money for school needs.
      Give red ribbons to the Lawmakers (Reds) to identify them.
   4. Give blue ribbons to the rest of the class (Blues). Explain that the Blues are going to suggest
      ways to raise money for the school.

C. Preparing Groups
   1. Tell students they are now going to decide the best way to help raise money for school sup-
      plies. Distribute Handout A: Idea Cards to each student in the Blue group.
   2. Tell Blue students to brainstorm, alone or in pairs, three ways to raise money for school sup-
      plies.
   3. While the Blues are brainstorming, pull the Lawmakers (Reds) aside and instruct them to:
      • Always vote “yes” on any rule you suggest.
      • Always vote “no” on any idea the Blue students suggest.

D. The Vote: Raising Money for School Supplies—Suggestion #1
   1. Tell students that to get the ball rolling, you have a way to raise money for school supplies.
      Write the following suggestion on the board:
      Every Friday, students in the Blue group will contribute 25 cents to the school supply
      fund.
   2. Ask the Reds to vote on your suggestion. Reds vote “yes.” Explain that the Lawmakers have
      made your suggestion a new rule.
   3. Give Blue students a chance to respond. Blue answers should include:
      • That’s not fair.
      • Why don’t the Reds have to pay?
      • You didn’t listen to any of our ideas.

E. Raising Money for School Supplies—Suggestion #2
   1. Tell the Blues that you’re sorry you didn’t listen to their ideas.
   2. Ask for Blue group volunteers to share ideas from their Idea Cards. Just nod to ideas without
      saying much. Do not call for a vote on their ideas.
   3. Tell students you have another idea. Write the following suggestion on the board:
      All Blue students will pay 25 cents for their report cards. When they return their report
      cards they will pay an additional 25 cents.
   4. Call for a vote.
   5. Reds vote “yes.” Your suggestion is now a rule.
F. Raising Money for School Supplies—Suggestion #3
1. Listen to Blue objections. Tell the Blues that you are sorry you didn’t use their ideas.
2. Explain to the Blue group that you are going to let some of them join the Lawmaker group.
3. Give two Blue students red ribbons and appoint them to the Lawmakers (Red) team.
4. Ask for more ideas from the Blue group and call for a vote on each idea. The 10 original Red students should always vote “No,” thus outnumbering any “Yes” votes from the two new appointees.
5. Write the following suggestion on the board:
   All students in the Blue group will pay 25 cents each week to rent their desks from the school.
6. Tell the class that they have decided on three great ways to raise money for school supplies. Immediately begin the debriefing.

G. Debriefing—Breaking Away from England
1. Ask students from the blue group:
   • Do you like the decisions we made today? Why or why not?
   • What did you think about the way these decisions were made?
   • What happened that was unfair?
2. Link the classroom simulation to the American colonial experience just before the Revolutionary War.
   Explain that American colonists felt the same way about King George and the British Parliament before the American Revolution (1763–1775). Tell students that the activity they just participated in was only to show them how the colonists felt when they experienced abuses of authority (the money-making ideas are not real).
   Help students understand simulated roles:
   • Teacher = King George III, ruler of Great Britain
   • Reds = British Parliament, the group of Lawmakers who helped King George run Great Britain
   • Blues = American colonists who didn’t want to pay taxes if they didn’t have a voice in Parliament’s lawmaking
3. Explain that:
   • The American colonists were not included in the British government.
   • King George and Parliament said “no” to American ideas for running the colonies.
   • Because the American colonists had no representation in Parliament, they decided to break away (declare their independence) from the government of England.
4. Tell students that in the next few lessons they will learn how:
   • Problems grew between the American colonies and King George and Parliament.
   • The Declaration of Independence was written to deal with those problems.

Enrichment (Optional)—Drawing the Conflict
Have students draw a picture of British government that includes:
   • The king, sitting in a throne above
   • Many members of the British Parliament
   • A few American colonists who are trying to speak to the king and Parliament.
Idea Cards

Think of three ways to raise money for school supplies.

1. 

2. 

3. 

Think of three ways to raise money for school supplies.

1. 

2. 

3.